Abstract
Supersized darkness in three dimensions surrounded by all light in free space is demonstrated theoretically and experimentally in the visible regime. The object staying in the darkness is similar to staying in an empty light capsule because light just bypasses it by resorting to destructive interference. A binary-optical system is designed and fabricated based on achieving antiresolution (AR), by which electromagnetic energy flux avoids and bends smoothly around a nearly perfect darkness region. AR remains an unexplored topic hitherto, in contrast to the super-resolution for realizing high spatial resolution. This novel scheme replies on smearing out the point spread function and thus poses less stringent limitations upon the object’s size and position since the created dark (zero-field) area reach 8 orders of magnitude larger than $\lambda^2$ in cross-sectional size. It functions very well with arbitrarily polarized beams in three dimensions, which is also frequency scalable in the whole electromagnetic spectrum.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that the point spreading function (PSF) (Fig. 1a) dictates the performance of an optic focusing system [1, 2], so a sharp PSF with a strong main lobe and a weak sidelobe (Fig. 1b) is highly desired for realizing high spatial resolution [3]. In the past decade, much research effort has been dedicated to narrowing the PSF so as to achieve super-resolution and beat the diffraction limit [4–13]. Concurrently, significant effort in optical super-resolution has been devoted to the development of various optical microscopy techniques (e.g., stimulated emission depletion microscopy [12] and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy [13]) based on molecular labeling, nonlinear optical saturation, luminescence, and excitation/de-excitation of fluorophores.

One interesting question beyond the current focus is what new interesting phenomena and applications exist if one pushes the limit toward the other extreme, i.e. suppressing and flattening the main lobe in the PSF until it has completely vanished and elevating the sidelobe (Fig. 1d), which is completely inverse to the manipulation of super-resolution in Fig. 1b. For this inversely manipulated PSF, a point source at the object plane leads to a large-radius ring intensity, resulting in the dis-resolved imaging at the imaging plane. This new scheme, defined in our concept as antiresolution (AR), can be obtained by designing an imaging system made of concentric dielectric grooves together with a focusing lens. Antiresolution only denotes the inverse manipulation of the PSF in contrast with that of the PSF for super-resolution (refer to Figs. 1b and d). Antiresolution has a relocated PSF with the ring-shaped intensity. Antiresolution does not mean this optical system can not resolve the objects under other conditions, e.g. the objects can still be resolved if one resorts to the deconvolution technique. Such implementation creates a macroscopic spatial region with nearly perfect dark region where the energy flux of light approaches zero. The darkness in PSF spreads
in the focal region for the uniform variation of energy flux in the homogenous medium, resulting in a huge darkness region surrounded by visible light, which looks like a three-dimensional “optical capsule”. A three-dimensional object placed in the visible-light capsule does not cause scattering due to the supersized darkness and the scene behind the object can therefore be illuminated and observed through the light (capsule shell) surrounding the darkness. The challenge is two-fold: (1) the dark region must have a remarkably large volume of smeared-out PSF; (2) the light intensity inside this volume must be thoroughly diminished.

Here, we theoretically and experimentally demonstrate that such a huge three-dimensional light capsule is not a fantasy, but that it can be created using a 3D binary-optical system composed of dielectric grooves in conjunction with a focusing lens, through suppressing the main spot to invert it upside down in PSF and widening the main spot as much as possible – a concept of antiresolution. It is important to note that the 3D distribution of light that is slightly similar to the optical pattern obtained by using the nonhomogenous medium [14, 15], is rearranged in air without superluminal propagation [16], and exhibits the feature of self-imaging beams in a physical configuration that is distinguished from the classical mathematics-based Guoy effect [17]. It is further shown in our experiment that the focused darkness with nearly zero-field intensity, embraced by surrounding light, can be $1.69 \times 10^7 \lambda^2$ (with $\lambda$ being the wavelength of the input light). This unique scheme of light capsule is free of demanding nanofabrication [18], and more importantly, the center position of the darkness can robustly controlled simply by the numerical aperture of the involved focusing lens.

### 2. Concept and modeling

In optics, the interconnection between the input pattern $O(x, y)$ in the object space and the output pattern $I(x, y)$ in the image space is described with the help of a point spread function (PSF) $P(x, y)$ according to the following relation

$$I(x, y) = \int\int_{object\ plane} O(\xi, \eta)P(x - \xi, y - \eta)d\xi d\eta. \quad (1)$$

Conventional optical imaging is usually concerned with the PSF’s width approaching zero in order to beat the diffraction limit corresponding to Fig. 1b. One interesting question beyond current research focus (engineering Figs. 1b and c) is what new phenomena and applications
Figure 2 Physical configuration and field distribution of the 3D light capsule. (a) Physical configuration for realizing light capsule, where a Bessel–Gauss beam propagates through a specially designed pairs of binary mask ($r_1 = 0.1163$, $r_2 = 0.5489$, $r_3 = 0.5489$, $r_4 = 0.6022$, $r_5 = 0.7901$, $r_6 = 1$) and focusing lens from the left to right (2 pairs). The inset shows the magnitude of the total electric field along the optical axis, in which a nearly perfect null region (the field amplitude at the order of $10^{-5}$) is formed. (b) 7 cut planes of equal separation distances within the dashed box in (a) are selected to demonstrate individual transversal field intensities. (c) Longitudinal polarized field intensity on the first 4 transversal cut planes. (d) Radially polarized field intensity on the first 4 transversal cut planes. The cut plane at $z = 0$ corresponds to the middle plane between the first focus ($z = -2.5 \lambda_0$) and second focus ($z = 2.5 \lambda_0$).

exist if one pushes the limit toward the other extreme, i.e. broadening the PSF as in Fig. 1d, suppressing the main-lobe until it vanishes completely and enhancing the side-lobe as shown in Fig. 1d. The manipulation of PSF for super-resolution in Fig. 1b is completely inverse to that in Fig. 1d. Therefore, we define the concept in Fig. 1d as antiresolution (AR). This scheme can convert “positive” light distribution into “negative” counterpart – darkness. Such a transformation of the PSF for AR can be achieved by putting a 0–$\pi$ phase lens with a special design of concentric rings, in front of another focusing lens, which works for incident lights of various polarization states, e.g., radially, azimuthally or linearly polarized beams. It is well known that the conventional focusing lens will simply focus the light to its focal point, while Fig. 1e presents the physical scheme for realizing the antiresolution PSF, composed of multibelt dielectric rings and a focusing lens. The dark region in antiresolution PSF is surrounded by the light and spreads smoothly in the focal region, finally forming an optical capsule as shown in Fig. 1f. Although it seems to be the well-known bottle beam generated by interfering special laser modes [19,20], our optical capsule-based AR concept contains both bottle beams and hollow-bottle beams [21] as we will show later. More importantly, the theory and procedure of generating optical capsule, which were realized by smearing out PSF macroscopically to achieve AR in supersized volume, have been unanimously developed and demonstrated. This AR-based scheme, instead of overlapping pre-selected laser modes adopted in conventional methods, incorporate an independent binary lens enabled by a robust design approach semianalytically. Hence, creation of a visible-light capsule can now be accomplished by a diffractive optical device, which no longer needs to manipulate the incident-beam profiles and interferences.

Let us take a Bessel–Gauss beam, the focusing of which we describe via vector diffraction theory [22], as an example. The electric fields near the focus can be obtained for radially polarized light as:

$$E_r = A \int_0^\alpha \sqrt{\cos \theta} \sin(2\theta) \ell(\theta) \times T(\theta) J_1(kr \sin \theta) e^{i k z \cos \theta} d\theta$$

or for azimuthally polarized light:

$$E_\phi = 2i A \int_0^\alpha \sqrt{\cos \theta} \sin^2 \theta \ell(\theta) \times T(\theta) J_0(kr \sin \theta) e^{i k z \cos \theta} d\theta,$$

or for radially polarized light:

$$E_r = 2A \int_0^\alpha \sqrt{\cos \theta} \sin(2\theta) \ell(\theta) T(\theta) J_1(kr \sin \theta) e^{i k z \cos \theta} d\theta.$$
where $\ell(\theta) = \exp[-\beta(\sin \theta)^2/\sin \alpha] J_\ell(2\beta \sin \theta)$. Here, $k = 2\pi/\lambda$ is the wave vector of light, $\alpha = \arcsin(NA)$, where $NA$ denotes the numerical aperture of the focusing lens. $J_\ell(x)$ is the $\ell$th-order Bessel function of the first kind, and $\beta$ is the ratio of the pupil radius and the width of the beam waist. $A$ is a constant related to the focal length and the wavelength. $\ell(\theta) = 1$ represents uniform illumination, and $T(\theta) = e^{i\phi(\theta)}$ denotes the transmission function of the binary lens shown in Fig. 1e. A multibelt groove is used as to modulate the phase of the incident light, with $\phi(\theta) = 0$ or $\phi(\theta) = \pi$ at corresponding ranges of angle $\theta$, i.e.

$$T(\theta) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{for } 0 < \theta < \theta_1, \theta_2 < \theta < \theta_3, \theta_4 < \theta < \alpha, \\ -1, & \text{for } \theta_1 < \theta < \theta_2, \theta_3 < \theta < \theta_4. \end{cases}$$

(5)

The angles $\theta_i$ correspond to individual radii $r_i = \sin \theta_i/NA$ (normalized by the radius $R$ of the lens). This type of phase modulation was used previously to create longitudinally polarized light [23]. Now we want to calculate a set of $\theta_i$ that will produce antiresolution, resulting in the macroscopic perfect darkness where the destructive interference happens by using the 0–$\pi$ phase modulation of binary lens. We find that the angles $\theta_i$ are the physical solution of a nonlinear matrix equation that obeys the gauge of optical vectorial focusing in Eqs. (2)–(4) [24]. We can obtain the angles $\theta_i$ for realizing the antiresolution, without any optimization, by solving the nonlinear matrix equation numerically, which is well developed by using Newton theory [25]. It is worthy to point out that one set design of 5-belt binary-phase plate takes only about 2.8 s by solving the nonlinear matrix equation numerically on a 32G-RAM and 8-core-CPU (Intel Core i7) personal computer. The detailed process to solve the nonlinear matrix equation is provided in Supplementary Materials. The field distributions for such a phase mask designed by the mentioned technique are shown in Fig. 2, which has a clear guideline to follow without resorting to blinded optimization. The envelope of the AR region (zero intensity) can be seen from the field cross sections. It is interesting to note that the electric field on the beam axis ($r = 0$) is longitudinally polarized similar to Ref. 23. We can see also that the AR performance of the imaging system is independent of the polarization state of the incident light: it is practically the same for radially and azimuthally polarized light.

Figure 2 presents the physical performance of 3D light capsule with a supersized darkness enclosed. The thickness of concentric dielectric grooves can be designed such that light passing through the groove has an additional $\pi$-phase difference compared to that passing through the neighboring air belts [23, 26]. A completely null region in the focal region is formed, i.e. the mainlobe in the PSF vanishes in this region. As a result, the incident probe light has no interaction with the object placed within the null region and just travels around the object. The same lens and complementary SiO$_2$ grooves can be positioned symmetrically on the other side of the focus point, restoring the incident beam’s wavefront. Note that the same system has been validated for a variety of polarizations and wavefronts, e.g., plane waves and Bessel–Gauss beams of different polarization.
radius is placed in the AR region. For exactly the same binary lens and focusing lens as used in Fig. 2a, we consider radially Eq. (2) and azimuthally Eq. (3) polarized incident lights in Figs. 3a and b, respectively. The bifurcation and reformation of energy flux unambiguously reveals that the AR performance is nearly unaffected by the incident polarization states. Hence, any complex polarization state constituted vectorially with radial and azimuthal polarizations can all behave perfectly to yield identical SAR effect. It is also found that the size of AR region (zero-field darkness) can be extremely enlarged by reducing the NA value of the focusing lens ($\frac{1}{2NA^3}$), while preserving zero intensity in the dark focal field.

3. Experimental verification

With the experimental setup schematically shown in Fig. 4a, we have experimentally demonstrated an AR-based light capsule embracing significantly large darkness. A pupil made of an opaque gold circular disk (150 $\mu$m diameter) is placed at the center of the AR region, which blocks the straight line of sight and serves as an object to be detected. The photograph of fabricated binary mask is shown in Fig. 4e. A gold plate with a letter ‘N’ etched through is placed behind the pupil to verify the reformation of light bypassing the pupil. The image of the letter ‘N’ captured by the CCD camera in Fig. 4b unambiguously evidences that the light can bend and bypass the larger opaque pupil. As a control experiment, when the binary lens is removed, light is fully blocked by the opaque disk of the pupil, resulting in very limited light reaching the letter of the object beneath, and consequently a very dark “N” as shown in Fig. 4c. The envelope of the darkness has been experimentally recorded in Fig. 4d.

With the experimental setup unchanged, a spatial light modulator (SLM) is employed to represent the equivalent phase modulation exerted by the ring belts and lens, as shown in Supplementary Fig. S2a. The phase profile, equivalent to the ring belts and lens, is shown in Fig. S2e. The measurement results are demonstrated in Figs. S2c and S2d, which are in good agreement with the results using actual fabricated binary mask in Fig. 4.

4. Discussion

Figure 5 shows four sets of designed parameters (Fig. 5a) by our optimization-free method and the size (the transversal $D$ in Fig. 5b and axial $d_0$ in Fig. 5c) dependence of the optical capsule for every case on the NA of the focusing lens. Our theory predicts that the transversal ($D$) and axial...
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**Figure 5** The ring belts design and its scaling properties of optical capsule for the lens with different NA. (a) Four sets of parameters that demonstrate the robust design of supersized AR-based light capsule by using the optimization-free method. (b) The radial size ($D$) of the null field in optical capsule generated by using the lens with different NA (from 0.3 to 0.0025) and the four sets of binary-phase plates in (a). Their fitting curves for different cases are: $D_1 = 1.8600\lambda/NA$ for No. 1 set of ring belt, $D_2 = 2.0117\lambda/NA$ for No. 2, $D_3 = 2.2171\lambda/NA$ for No. 3 and $D_4 = 2.4605\lambda/NA$ for No. 4. For all the four cases, the root-mean-square errors (RMSE) between the original data and fitting curves have the order of magnitude $10^{-14}$, indicating a perfect proportion of radial size $D$ to $1/NA$. (c) The axial size ($d_0$) of the null field in optical capsule generated by using the lens with different NA (from 0.3 to 0.05) and four sets of binary-phase plates in (a). Their corresponding fitting curves are: $d_{01} = 5.7728\lambda^2/NA^2$, $d_{02} = 5.8170\lambda^2/NA^2$, $d_{03} = 5.8944\lambda^2/NA^2$ and $d_{04} = 6.0762\lambda^2/NA^2$ with their fitting RMSEs at the order of magnitude $10^{-12}$, implying that the axial size $d_0$ is proportional to $1/NA^2$.

$(d_0)$ sizes of optical capsule are in proportion to $1/NA$ and $1/NA^2$, respectively, which is shown in Fig. 5 and Supplementary. Therefore, the size of the optical capsule can be gigantic for low NA. It implies that our design of AR-based 3D light capsule can give rise to a supersized darkness, still surrounded by the light. It unaniomously demonstrates the importance of the binary SiO$_2$ grooves in the creation of nearly perfect darkness enclosed by all light surroundings, which can significantly manipulate the size of darkness embraced by the light while the central location ($z = f_0$) of the darkness and focusing lens’ NA in Fig. 1e are unchanged. In Figs. 5b and c, the fact that one binary-phase plate works very well for all the focusing lenses with different NA in generating the optical capsule, unveils the intrinsic property of the well-designed binary-phase plate: it can still generate the optical capsule with the huge-size darkness at its far-field (Fraunhofer) diffraction region even if the focusing lens does not exist in Fig. 1e. In fact, the role that the focusing lens in Fig. 1e has played is just pulling the far-field diffraction region of the binary-phase plate to the region near the focal plane of the focusing lens, which has been confirmed in Fourier optics [1]. As a result, the size of the optical capsule near the focal region is tightly dependent on the lens’s functionality: the weak (low-NA) focusing lens leads to an optical capsule with large-size darkness, while the strong (high-NA) focusing lens results in an optical capsule with small-size darkness, which is proved by Figs. 5b and c. Therefore, in physics, the most primitive root for the generation of optical capsule presented in the scheme of Fig. 1e is the binary-phase plate’s substantial ability in forming the gigantic darkness (impossible to be detected directly without the focusing lens) surrounded by light at the far-field diffraction region.

5. Conclusion

In summary, an optical scheme for realizing a supersized light capsule by creating an antiresolution region with a binary phase ($0–\pi$) mask was presented theoretically and
experimentally in air. The scheme is also adjustable, namely, the volume of darkness inside the light capsule can be changed in a drastically wide range, while the binary phase mask can be kept unchanged (only depending on NA of the focusing lens). We stress that the “bending of light” is in dramatic contrast to the Airy beam that is actively studied in plasmonics [27, 28]. Our proposal of “light bending” is immune to energy loss, narrow operation bandwidth, limited SAR area, superluminal propagation, or polarization sensitivity. This new scheme of maneuvering light creates a plethora of possibilities for optical imaging systems, superb surveillance by seeing things behind objects for military use.
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